Domain 26 of tropoelastin plays a dominant role in association by coacervation.
The temperature-dependent association of tropoelastin molecules through coacervation is an essential step in their assembly leading to elastogenesis. The relative contributions of C-terminal hydrophobic domains in coacervation were assessed. Truncated tropoelastins were constructed with N termini positioned variably downstream of domain 25. The purified proteins were assessed for their ability to coacervate. Disruption to domain 26 had a substantial effect and abolished coacervation. Circular dichroism spectroscopy of an isolated peptide comprising domain 26 showed that it undergoes a structural transition to a state of increased order with increasing temperature. Protease mapping demonstrated that domain 26 is flanked by surface sites and is likely to be in an exposed position on the surface of the tropoelastin molecule. These results suggest that the hydrophobic domain 26 is positioned to play a dominant role in the intermolecular interactions that occur during coacervation.